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A BSTRACT
This paper shows how image content can be used to realize a shopping recommender system for
intuitively supporting mobile users in decision making. A mobile user equipped with a camera enabled
smart phone combined with Global Positioning System (GPS) capabilities would benefit in using a
recommender system for mobile users. This recommender system is queried by image sent by a smart
phone together with the smart phone’s GPS coordinates then the system returns a recommended retail
shop together with its GPS coordinates, the image similar to the query image and other items on special
offer. This recommender system shows a drastic reduction if not elimination of usage of text by mobile
users using mobile devices when accessing the system. This paper presents the proposed recommender
system and the simulated results of the recommender system. In summary the main contribution of this
paper is to show how image retrieval, image content and camera enabled smart mobile device with GPS
capabilities can be used to realize a location-based shopping recommender system for mobile users.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) market there are several mobile
technologies such as mobile data networks (General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) and
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS)), Global Positioning Systems (GPS),
mobile phones and Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) that are being used to offer online
services to the global community whenever and wherever they are located [1]. These types of
services are best suited to mobile users in places that they have never been to before and the
user has to make a choice from a number of available options. These types of people would
want to know their way to certain places or where they are, where to get an item(s) and /or an
activity of their choice. At cheaper cost recommender systems can be of great help to this group
of people in order to find places or where they are and/or item(s) of their taste in places where
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there are so many options to choose from [2]. These users would want to satisfy their short term
needs so it is imperative that when they search for information, the output must be precisely
accurate instantly or after a short time of feedback. The user must be satisfied with output from
such applications. Recommender systems belong to a class of personalized information filtering
technologies that aim to meaningfully suggest which items or products available might be of
interest to a particular user [3-4]. Recommender systems have been applied in many diverse
areas including e-commerce, advertisement, news, document management and e-learning [5].
They are one of the most popular tools provided in e-commerce to accommodate customer
shopping needs with merchant offers [6]. These systems make recommendations using three
fundamental steps: acquiring preferences from the user’s input data, computing
recommendations using proper methods and presenting the recommendation to the user [5]. All
existing recommendation techniques can be classified into four fundamental categories that is
Collaborative Filtering (CF), Information Filtering (Content-Based Filtering (CBF)),
Knowledge-Based filtering (KBF) and Hybrid Filtering (HF). For in depth information about
these techniques refer to [7-11].
The goal of the recommendation process is to efficiently find a set of items that match user
desired item. The immediate motivation for the study is the following mobile recommendation
problem.
Suppose Clarion leaves home with a location and a camera enabled mobile device for shopping
and on getting to a nearby shop, she is faced with the option of window shopping. Moreover,
assume Clarion finds it difficult locating a shop to find her choice of item. Instead of Clarion
asking for help from someone, who probably has no adequate information, it would be prudent
for her to rely on a kind of a mobile shopping recommender system to generate item-shop pair
recommendations. Consequently, the problem is, with the aid of a mobile device carried by
Clarion, how can she be helped to locate the nearest alternative shop to find an item to procure
at affordable price and also to access relevant information on the item?
The rich contents of images and possible annotation of images with textual information make
image retrieval technique [12] a useful technology for information search. The main idea of our
approach is that with a camera and a location detector equipped mobile device, Clarion can
point at an item in a retail or a wholesale outlet, take the image of the item (henceforth called
logo), send the logo wirelessly to a remote server and receive useful information and
recommendations. Among these mobile devices, cell phone is becoming a primary platform for
information access for online mobile-users [11, 13]. In this research a cell phone, smart phone
and mobile device will be used interchangeably.
The goal of our approach is to (a) maximize the similarity between a recommendation and a
query item, (b) minimize the location proximity between a user and a recommendation, (c)
minimize the procurement price of a recommendation and (d) maximize the recommendation
bait, which indicates some incentives that can influence one’s preference for a
recommendation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II discuses the proposed recommender system and Section III the recommendation
method employed is explained. In Section IV we give the simulated results of recommendation
system and Section V we give a concluding remark and briefly discuss our future work.
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2. PROPOSED RECOMMENDER SYSTEM
The architecture of the proposed recommender system is shown in figure 1. The client-side
application running on a mobile device is responsible for acquiring query information and
displaying personalized results for a mobile user. The primary input to the client application is a
logo. It is also used for visualization of results based on the logo and the coordinates of the
recommended retailer. Alternatively, the server-side application is equipped with image
retrieval functionality and recommendations ranking technique to facilitate image based
information search and recommendations generation. Sales item information is usually posted
to a server through a web portal by registered sales retailers or wholesalers, thereby making the
search results reliable. What makes our system interesting is the context of integrated wireless
connectivity, location detection and digital imaging hardware. What makes it potentially useful
is the assistance it offers to mobile users for discovering relevant business information and for
decision support. Besides, retailers and wholesalers need not be online for their services to
reach a large community of customers. Offline retailers and wholesalers would be able to
advertise their sales services on the web using the resources provided by the recommender
system. Then a large community of customers would be able to efficiently locate these services
with the assistant of mobile devices running the recommender system client application.

Figure 1. Architecture of the Recommender System
The shopping items stored in the database or used as queries are segmented using Active
Contours Without Edges (ACwE) [14] and represented by Adaptive Kernel Density Feature
Points Estimator (AKDFPE) [15]. The cosine similarity algorithm is used to match the query
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image and the images in the database [16-17]. The recommender system was coded using
Matlab programming language.

3. RECOMMENDATION METHOD
This section provides detail information about item and user profile representations modelling,
recommendation process and user interaction modelling and recommendations list computation
process of a shopping recommender system for mobile users.
The goal of our item representation is to model features that are common to large classes of
items. In reality, this makes the system suitable as an e-Commerce recommender that can be
used for sales of many different item types. We achieve this goal by capturing essential item
information such as unique identifier, name, class, logo, price, payment method, shop and
location. Specific features that are unique to each item are also captured and stored in the item
database. Items in the database are identified by their logos (L). As a result, the
recommendation method compactly represents items information as a feature vector of m
values as

i = (i1 , i2 , i3 ,........im )

(1)

where ii may be numeric, nominal or set of numbers.

A typical example of an item feature vector is:

i = ( Lid , GPSs, LGPSs ) where LGPSs = ( Lid , price − range, size − range, promotion,...etc) (2)
where Lid is identifier of the logo, GPSs is where the item can be found, LGPSs is the set of
features of the item at different locations, price-range is the range of the item in its various
sizes, size-range is the sizes available of the item and so forth.
The user profile is also modelled as a feature vector of n values

u = (u1 , u 2 , u3 ,........u n )

(3)

where ui may be numeric, nominal or set of numbers.

A typical example of a user feature vector is:

u = (GPS , I AFSs ) where I AFSs = ( price − range, size − range,...etc)

(4)
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where GPS is where the user is located at the time of querying the system, I AFSs is the set of
average features of the items bought by user previously that is price-range, size-range and so
forth.
When the mobile client sends a logo together with GPS coordinates to the system the following
steps are taken:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Searches the logo in the database
Finds the logo similar to the query logo
Looks at the GPS coordinates of locations where the item can be found
Calculates the distances between the mobile client and the retail locations
Rank the locations according to distances calculated in 4
Calculate the similarity between I AFSs and LGPSs (acceptable distances)

(7) The final ranking is done taking into consideration the 5 and 6
(8) Recommendation is send to the mobile client with GPS coordinates of the chosen
location, promotions and special offers.
In this research the distance calculated in step 4 is done using the following formula [18] in (5):

d uL = 2 * a sin( sqrt ((sin((lat1 − lat 2) / 2)) 2 + cos(lat1) * cos(lat 2) * (sin((lon1 − lon 2) / 2)) 2
(5)
where {lat1, lon1}and {lat 2, lon2} are GPS coordinates for the mobile client and the retail
location respectively . It is very important to note that lat and lon stand for latitude and
longitude respectively. North latitudes and west longitudes are taken as positive and south
latitudes and east longitudes are taken as negative.
In step 6 the similarity is calculated using the Cosine similarity formula in (6):

sim( I AFSs , LGPSs ) =

∑I
∑I

AFS

* LGPS

2

∑L

AFS

2

GPS

(6)

In step 7 the similarity values for ranking are calculated using the following formula in (7):

R ( sim) = sim( I AFSs , LGPSs ) * ∂ uL

(7)

where ∂ uL is normalized d uL and then transformed to range [0, 1] and ∂ uL is calculated in (8)
as:

∂ uL =

d uL 
1 
1−
2 
d uL + a 

(8)

In step 8 the biggest R (sim ) is the one that is recommended to the user.
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4. RESULTS

Figure 2. Query Image

Figure 3. Results from the Shopping Recommender System
Figure 1 is an image captured at a retail shop and Figure 2 is the recommended results without
GPS coordinates because the recommended retail shop is the one the user is located. The result
shows the retrieved images and the other images of items on special offer in the retail shop.

Figure 4. Query image captured by a camera enabled mobile device

Figure 5. A result from the Shopping Recommender System with GPS coordinates for Retailer
Figure 4 shows the results from the query image in figure 3. The result comes with GPS
coordinates of the retail shop where the mobile user can acquire the recommended item and
also the items on special offer in that retail shop.
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5. CONCLUSION
The recommender system gave a solution to the problem of creating a query by texting using a
very small keypad of the mobile device. As they say “A picture is worth a thousand words” the
image recommender system eliminate the spelling problem, keying text and ambiguity
problems in query using text. The texting has been reduced drastically if not eliminated. The
image retrieval operates at 100% precision when the recall is 10% meaning our recommender
system operates at 100% image retrieval since the image retrieval of the recommender system
is less than 10% recall. This has enabled the system to maximize the similarity between a
recommendation and a query item. The system enables mobile users to get an item of their
choice in the proximity of their location at their acceptable price. The mobile user also gets to
know about items on special offer at the recommended retail shop. The retail shop owner is
capable of selling goods without have to be online as a person since this system can be used by
so many retail owners.
In future the system must be able to accept feedback from the user so that it can refine the
recommendation. The system must also be able to allow the mobile user to add other factors to
be considered in making recommendations such as weather but using icons. The system should
be text-free to be able to have effective and efficient recommender system for mobile users.
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